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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASSEMBLY 

IN ASSEMBLY 

Assembly Chamber, Sacramento 
Tuesday, January 19, 2021 

The Assembly met at 1 p.m. 
Hon. Kevin Mullin, Speaker pro Tempore of the Assembly, 

presiding. 
Chief Clerk Sue Parker at the Desk. 
Reading Clerk David A. Bowman reading. 

ROLLCALL 

The roll was called. 

Quorum Call of the Assembly 

Assembly Member Calderon moved a quorum call of the Assembly. 
Motion carried. Time, 1:07 p.m. 
The Speaker pro Tempore directed the Sergeant at Arms to close the 

doors, and to bring in the absent Members. 

Quorum Present 
At 1:16 p.m., Speaker pro Tempore Mullin declared a quorum of the 

Assembly present. 
The rollcall was completed, and the following answered to their 

names—68: 
Arambula Cunningham Lackey Rivas, L. 
Bauer-Kahan Davies Lee Rivas, R. 
Bennett Flora Levine Rodriguez 
Berman Fong Low Rubio 
Bloom Friedman Maienschein Santiago 
Boerner Horvath Gallagher Mathis Seyarto 
Bonta Garcia, C. Mayes Smith 
Burke Garcia, E. McCarty Stone 
Calderon Gipson Medina Ting 
Carrillo Gonzalez Mullin Valladares 
Cervantes Gray Muratsuchi Villapudua 
Chau Grayson Nguyen Voepel 
Chen Holden O’Donnell Waldron 
Chiu Irwin Patterson Ward 
Choi Jones-Sawyer Quirk-Silva Wicks 
Cooley Kalra Ramos Wood 
Cooper Kiley Reyes Mr. Speaker 
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PRAYER 

Upon invitation of Speaker pro Tempore Mullin, the following 
prayer was offered by Assembly Member Wendy Carrillo, of the 
51st Assembly District: 

Let us pray. 
We give thanks for the breath that allows these words to be shared as 

we enter a new era of American life, only weeks after having welcomed 
a new year. 

We give thanks for the breath of those who are here with us, even if 
their breath is a struggle. And thanks for those who are held in intention 
and reflection on this day. 

We do not forget that all present here, across our Golden State, 
throughout our country, and in every corner of our world have known 
loss at the hands of this pandemic; heartache while bearing witness to 
inhumanity and injustice; and fear in the face of fires and disasters 
whose intensity is magnified by climate change. 

Yet as the good Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. said in the 
spring of 1968: 

“These days of challenge will make America what it ought to be. We 
have an opportunity to make a better nation. And I want to thank God, 
for allowing me to be here with you. . . . We’ve got some difficult 
days ahead. But I’ve been to the mountaintop . . . And  I’ve looked 
over. And I’ve seen the promised land . . . I  want you to know, that 
we, as a people, will get to the promised land.” 

Those words bear witness to our present day. 
Sadness may have visited every doorstep; suffering may have been 

laid at the feet of those whose soles are already worn bare. But the hope 
we inherit and bequeath is indefatigable, and the love that binds us to 
this living earth and to our human family is more resolute than ever 
before. 

We cannot and should not wait for a more convenient season to 
change the course of our nation. 

So as it is written, “Let us hold unswervingly to the hope we 
profess . . . And  let  us  consider how we may spur one another on 
toward love and good deeds. Let us not give up . . . let  us  encourage 
one another,” (Hebrews 10:23−25). 

On this day, and always.—AMEN. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG 

Upon request of Speaker pro Tempore Mullin, Assembly Member 
Bloom then led the Assembly in the pledge of allegiance to the Flag. 

MOTION TO DISPENSE WITH READING OF THE JOURNAL 

Further reading of the Journal of the previous legislative day was 
dispensed with on motion of Assembly Member Reyes, seconded by 
Assembly Member Waldron. 
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LEAVES OF ABSENCE FOR THE DAY 

By unanimous consent, the following Assembly Members were 
granted leaves of absence for the day: 

On personal business, and waiving per diem: Assembly Member 
Petrie-Norris. 

Because of illness: Assembly Member Megan Dahle. 
Because of a death in their families: Assembly Members Kamlager 

and Salas. 
On medical leave: Assembly Members Aguiar-Curry, Bigelow, Daly, 

Frazier, Gabriel, Nazarian, and Weber. 
On medical leave, and waiving per diem: Assembly Member Quirk. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were presented by the Chief Clerk, 
and ordered printed in the Journal: 

January 19, 2021 
Sue Parker 

Chief Clerk of the Assembly 
State Capitol, Room 3196 

Sacramento, California 
Dear Ms. Parker: Please be advised that I have created the 

Special Committee on the Office of the Secretary of State for the 
2021−22 Regular Session and have appointed the following 
membership: 

Assemblymember Marc Berman, Co-Chair 
Assemblymember Evan Low, Co-Chair 
Assemblymember Heath Flora 
Assemblymember Chris Holden 
Assemblymember Eloise Reyes 

Sincerely, 
ANTHONY RENDON 
Speaker of the Assembly 

January 19, 2021 
Sue Parker 

Chief Clerk of the Assembly 
State Capitol, Room 3196 

Sacramento, California 
Dear Ms. Parker: I am referring the Governor’s nomination of 

Shirley Weber to the Office of the Secretary of State to the Special 
Committee on the Office of the Secretary of State. 

Sincerely, 
ANTHONY RENDON 
Speaker of the Assembly 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

By unanimous consent, the following committee was permitted 
to meet: 

Education, on Wednesday, January 27, 2021, at 1:30 p.m. 
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REPORTS 

The following letter of transmittal was presented by the Speaker and 
ordered printed in the Journal: 

California State Auditor 

2020-610 
January 19, 2021 

The Honorable Speaker of the Assembly 
The Honorable Members of the Assembly 

of the Legislature of California 
State Capitol, Room 3196 

Sacramento, California 
Members of the Assembly: This letter report provides an update on 

our assessment of the State’s management of federal funds related to 
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) as a high risk statewide issue. 
In August 2020, we designated the State’s management of federal 
COVID-19 funds as high risk and indicated that the likelihood of 
mismanagement of these funds is great enough to create substantial risk 
of serious detriment to the State and its residents. This audit focuses on 
one of the sources of federal COVID-19 funds, the Coronavirus Relief 
Fund (CRF). The Department of Finance (Finance) is the state agency 
responsible for overseeing and reporting on the State’s use of 
$9.5 billion in federal funds from the CRF. We found that Finance’s 
allocation of CRF funds resulted in smaller counties receiving 
significantly less funding per person than larger counties. We also have 
concerns with the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services’ informal 
review of cities’ adherence to public health directives, which treated 
some cities inconsistently. Finally, Finance implemented a monitoring 
plan in late 2020 that, if implemented properly, will allow it to 
determine whether local governments’ and state departments’ uses of 
CRF funds comply with the requirements of the Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. 

Background 

In March 2020, Congress enacted the CARES Act, which provided 
$150 billion to the CRF for the U.S. Treasury to make payments to state 
and local governments for certain expenditures related to their response 
to the COVID-19 pandemic.1 The CARES Act requires state and local 
governments to use CRF funding only for necessary expenses that meet 
all of the following three conditions: 

• The expense was incurred due to the public health emergency with 
respect to COVID-19. 

• The expense was not accounted for in the budget the state or local 
government most recently approved as of March 27, 2020. 

• The expense was incurred between March 1, 2020, and 
December 30, 2020.2 

In accordance with the CARES Act, the U.S. Treasury allocated in 
May 2020 $15.3 billion in CRF funding to California, which included 
$5.8 billion that the U.S. Treasury paid directly to counties and cities 

1 The CARES Act also appropriated CRF funding for payments to tribal governments. 
For purposes of our report, we focused on CRF funds provided to state and local 
governments. 
2 In late 2020, this provision was amended to December 31, 2021. 
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with populations greater than 500,000. The U.S. Treasury paid the 
remaining $9.5 billion directly to the State to use for necessary expenses 
incurred because of the COVID-19 public health emergency. The 
U.S. Treasury is responsible for monitoring and overseeing CRF funds 
and requires recipients to periodically report on their uses of those 
funds. Additionally, the U.S. Treasury is authorized to recover CRF 
funds from recipients if their uses do not comply with requirements of 
the CARES Act. 

Finance is the state agency generally responsible for, among other 
things, overseeing and managing the $9.5 billion in CRF funds that the 
U.S. Treasury paid to the State, and for reporting to the U.S. Treasury on 
amounts received, spent, or obligated, and the uses of the funds. As part 
of the State’s fiscal year 2020–21 budget process, Finance proposed 
allocations of the State’s CRF funds and the Legislature approved the 
final allocations, which we present in Figure 1. Because the budget 
directly allocates CRF funds to the California Department of Education, 
the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges, and the 
California Department of Housing and Community Development, these 
departments are responsible for overseeing and managing their CRF 
funds. The Legislature also authorized Finance to reallocate unspent 
CRF funds for other allowable activities 10 days after providing a 
written notice to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee. 

Finance Disadvantaged Smaller Counties When 
Allocating State CRF Funds 

The method that Finance used to allocate $1.3 billion in CRF funds to 
counties in the State disadvantaged smaller counties because they 
received significantly less funding per person than the State’s 16 largest 
counties. Although the U.S. Treasury directly provided a total of 
$4.5 billion in CRF funds to California’s 16 largest counties, Finance 
also allocated half of the State’s CRF funds designated for counties, to 
these large counties. Finance included a schedule of allocations totaling 
$1.3 billion to counties in the May revision to the fiscal year 2020–21 
budget. In approving the State’s budget in June 2020, the Legislature 
directed Finance to allocate $1.3 billion of the State’s CRF funds to 
counties based on the share of each county’s population relative to the 
total population of the State. The Legislature did not further specify how 
to allocate the funds to counties, but it directed Finance to take into 
account prior funding that the U.S. Treasury allocated directly from the 
federal CARES Act, including CRF funding to counties with 
populations greater than 500,000. In July 2020, Finance reported to the 
Legislature the final amounts of CRF funds allocated to cities and 
counties. Finance indicated that the final allocations included some 
small adjustments to the May revision amounts to account for more 
recent population numbers. These allocations included 50 percent of the 
$1.3 billion earmarked on a per-person basis to the 42 counties that did 
not receive CRF funds directly from the U.S. Treasury. 

However, because Finance allocated the remaining 50 percent of 
$1.3 billion in CRF funds to the 16 largest counties that had already 
received U.S. Treasury allocations, those counties received a total 
per-person amount of CRF funding that was nearly double the total 
per-person amount Finance provided to the 42 smallest counties. As 
Figure 2 shows, large counties—those with more than 500,000 
residents—initially received amounts equivalent to $174 per person 
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directly from the U.S. Treasury. Then, with its allocation to those same 
counties, Finance increased the per-person amount to at least $190. In 
contrast, the 42 counties with fewer than 500,000 residents (small 
counties)—the ones that did not receive any CRF funds directly from 
the U.S. Treasury—received amounts equivalent to just $102 per person 
from Finance, resulting in small counties receiving significantly less 
funding per person than larger counties. 

In explaining the reason for the additional allocations of state CRF 
funds to the 16 large counties, Finance indicated that it believed there 
was a higher spread of COVID-19 in the 16 larger counties because of 
their greater population density. However, COVID-19 case data 
maintained by the California Department of Public Health (Public 
Health) does not support Finance’s assertion. Specifically, for 
April through June 2020, both large and small counties had greater than 
500 total COVID-19 cases per 100,000 residents, as Figure 3 shows. In 
fact, while two of the 16 large counties—Los Angeles County and 
Riverside County—had 989 and 776 COVID-19 cases per 100,000 
residents, respectively, two smaller counties—Imperial County and 
Kings County—had significantly higher numbers of COVID-19 cases 
per 100,000 residents during the period—3,215 and 1,525 cases per 
100,000 residents, respectively. Based on the COVID-19 case data for 
all counties, the needs of many small counties, as reflected in case rates, 
were at least the same if not greater than the needs of large counties, 
which is contrary to Finance’s reason for allocating additional state 
CRF funds to the large counties. 

Given the high COVID-19 case rates in both small and large counties, 
Finance should have allocated more CRF funds to small counties. 
Through a CRF frequently-asked-questions document issued in late 
May 2020, the U.S. Treasury recommended that states should treat local 
governments equitably, regardless of their population size. To equitably 
allocate the $1.3 billion in CRF funds to all counties, given that the 
U.S. Treasury had already allocated $4.5 billion in CRF funds to the 
16 largest counties, Finance should have first allocated $1.1 billion to 
the 42 smaller counties and the remaining $200 million across all 
counties on a per-person basis, which would have resulted in all 
counties receiving $179 per person in CRF funds. This allocation 
methodology would have addressed more counties’ needs for 
COVID-19-related funding because each county would have received 
the same funding per person. Consequently, by not equitably providing 
counties with funds, there is greater risk that more small counties’ 
COVID-19-related funding needs were unmet. 

The State Did Not Consistently Evaluate 
Cities’ Adherence to State Public Health Orders 

Finance relied on the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services 
(Emergency Services) to evaluate whether cities met the requirements 
to receive CRF funding from the State, but Emergency Services could 
not demonstrate that it used a consistent process for conducting such 
evaluations. In the fiscal year 2020–21 budget, the Legislature directed 
$500 million in CRF funds to cities contingent on their adherence to, 
among other things, the State’s stay-at-home orders and other health 
requirements as directed in gubernatorial executive orders, and all 
Public Health’s orders issued in response to the COVID-19 public 
health emergency. Cities were required to certify compliance to Finance 
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in July 2020 using a form Finance developed. However, Finance also 
relied on Emergency Services to assess cities’ adherence to public 
health orders because, according to Finance, Emergency Services has 
expertise in working with cities during emergencies and has developed 
contacts with local governments. 

Based on information Emergency Services provided, Finance 
withheld CRF funds from two cities. In July 2020, Emergency Services 
sent letters to the cities of Coalinga and Atwater stating that each city 
had passed a resolution that was inconsistent with the State’s public 
health orders and each was thus ineligible to receive CRF funds from the 
State totaling $212,000 and $387,000, respectively. Emergency 
Services explained that it became aware of these resolutions while 
working with local jurisdictions as they responded to the COVID-19 
emergency and that it held meetings with Coalinga and Atwater to 
discuss their problematic resolutions and offer a solution. In the letters 
to the two cities, Emergency Services notified them that, in order to be 
eligible for funding, the cities needed to rescind their respective 
resolutions. Ultimately, Emergency Services determined that the cities 
did not rescind their resolutions, and as a result of this determination, 
Finance withheld all of the CRF funds it had designated for the 
two cities. 

However, Emergency Services could not demonstrate that it had 
evaluated all cities. Emergency Services used an informal process to 
evaluate Coalinga’s and Atwater’s adherence with State public health 
orders, stating that it reviewed the resolutions, the subsequent city 
council meeting minutes, and the meeting webcasts to make its 
determination, but it did not develop written evidence of its 
assessments. In contrast, Public Health provided Finance with a robust 
analysis that displayed how it evaluated each of the 58 counties against 
several criteria related to COVID-19 testing and contact tracing, among 
others. This formal analysis allowed Finance to understand how Public 
Health arrived at its conclusions of each county’s compliance with state 
public health guidance. 

Emergency Services did not provide to Finance a similarly robust 
evaluation of all 476 cities’ compliance with state public health orders. 
Instead, Emergency Services only provided information to Finance 
about Coalinga and Atwater. Because Emergency Services was unable 
to demonstrate that it reviewed all 476 cities, we question whether other 
cities may have passed similar resolutions and may not have been 
eligible for CRF funds. In fact, our review found that the city of Imperial 
(Imperial) passed a resolution in August 2020, the intent of which was 
to allow businesses to reopen without adhering to the State’s timelines 
for reopening businesses. During its discussion of the resolution, the 
city council even considered the risk that the State could withhold its 
CRF funds if it passed the resolution, similar to how the State withheld 
CRF funds from Coalinga and Atwater because of their resolutions. 
However, Imperial continued to receive CRF funding of $246,000. 
Emergency Services told us that it was aware of Imperial’s resolution 
but believed that it was a symbolic gesture and had concluded that the 
resolution itself did not conflict with the State orders. However, 
according to a webcast of the meeting in which it passed the resolution, 
the city council discussed that the resolution would authorize local 
businesses to open ahead of the reopening timelines the State and 
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county developed. Based on the discussion during that city council 
meeting, we believe the city council passed its resolution with the clear 
intent of not complying with the State’s required timelines for reopening 
businesses, which should have also made Imperial ineligible to receive 
CRF funds. 

Finance recently took steps to ensure residents of Coalinga and 
Atwater received at least some benefit from their allocated CRF 
funding. In late October 2020, we shared our concerns with Finance 
about the potential negative fiscal impact of withholding CRF funds 
from Atwater and Coalinga. Subsequently, Finance reallocated the CRF 
funding it withheld from Coalinga and Atwater—totaling about 
$600,000—to Public Health to support additional testing in Coalinga 
and Atwater for COVID-19 so that these funds have tangible benefits 
for their residents. Specifically, under a contract Public Health has with 
a health provider, tests were to be offered during November and 
December 2020 in Coalinga and Atwater for individuals at high-risk of 
contracting COVID-19. However, if the State receives additional 
federal funding similar to the CRF funding and provides it to local 
jurisdictions, Finance should ensure it, or its designee, provides for 
equitable treatment of all cities by conducting a complete and 
documented review of their adherence to any requirements to receive 
the funding. 

Finance Recently Implemented Additional Procedures to 
Improve Its Monitoring of CRF Expenditures 

For allocations of CRF funds shown in Figure 1, Finance has taken 
steps to validate the expenditure data it collects from state departments, 
cities, and counties, but can improve its monitoring by continuing to 
implement its recently developed monitoring plan to ensure that 
recipients of CRF funds have appropriate documentation to demonstrate 
that their expenditures comply with the CARES Act. For the $9.5 billion 
in federal CRF funds, the State must ensure that its use of the funds 
complies with the requirements of the CARES Act—for necessary 
expenses incurred because of the COVID-19 public health 
emergency—and that it follows the reporting and record retention 
requirements issued by the U.S. Treasury. Specifically, the 
U.S. Treasury requires the State to report the amount of CRF funds spent 
or obligated in specific categories and return funds that it determines the 
State spent on ineligible expenditures, or funds the State did not spend 
or obligate for costs incurred between March 1 and December 30, 
2020.3 The State must also maintain for at least five years all documents 
and financial records sufficient to demonstrate that those expenditures 
adhere to the requirements of the CARES Act. 

To comply with these reporting requirements, Finance developed a 
web portal to gather expenditure information from the state 
departments, cities, and counties that use State CRF funds and to 
facilitate the required reporting to the U.S. Treasury. Finance also 
provided guidance to state departments, cities, and counties that were 
recipients of CRF funding from the State. For example, Finance 
provided two training sessions to cities and counties that outlined the 
CARES Act requirements on the use of CRF funds and record retention, 
the U.S. Treasury’s guidance on eligible CRF expenditures, and the 

3 In late 2020, this CARES Act requirement was amended to December 31, 2021. 
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process for reporting expenditures to Finance through the web portal— 
all of which mirrored the information issued by the U.S. Treasury. The 
guidance Finance provided to recipients of state-allocated CRF funding 
helps to ensure those recipients are aware of the requirements regarding 
how they may use the funds and how they must report those uses. 

Although Finance has taken steps to validate the data it collects from 
recipients on their uses of CRF funds, it can further strengthen its 
monitoring by continuing to implement its recently developed plan to 
review documentation to ensure that recipients’ uses of CRF funds are 
appropriate. As described in the Background, the CARES Act places 
three requirements on the use of CRF funds. Finance has collected 
reports of expenditure data from state departments, cities, and 
counties—one in early September 2020 and one in mid-October 2020.4 

Finance reviewed the amounts and types of expenditures that recipients 
reported to ensure the amounts did not exceed the allocations and were 
placed into the federal reporting categories the U.S. Treasury 
developed. Through this review process, Finance was sometimes able to 
identify when local governments reported expenditures that did not 
comply with the CARES Act. For example, at least one entity reported 
expenditures in a category it created for indirect costs, which are not 
allowable expenditures. Because the recipient created a category named 
indirect costs, Finance was able to identify that these expenditures were 
not allowable. However, Finance only requires recipients to classify 
their total expenditures under each federal reporting category and does 
not require recipients to provide documentation that supports the nature 
of expenditures. Without reviewing more detailed information, Finance 
cannot evaluate whether recipients’ expenses are appropriate. During 
our audit, Finance indicated that it had developed a plan to conduct 
robust monitoring of cities’ and counties’ uses of CRF funds. Although 
Finance asserts the details of its plan are confidential, based on our 
review, we believe its plan, if implemented as designed, will allow it to 
identify expenditures that do not comply with requirements of the 
CARES Act. Because Finance only began implementing its monitoring 
plan in late 2020 and has not completed any reviews, we were unable to 
assess whether it was following its plan appropriately. 

In addition to increasing its monitoring of CRF funds through its 
monitoring plan, Finance should also work with departments to mitigate 
any risks it identified associated with departments’ management of 
federal COVID-19 funding. In mid-2020, Finance conducted reviews of 
state departments’ readiness to receive, spend, track, and report federal 
COVID-19 funding. As we discussed in our report 2020-602, State High 
Risk Update: The California State Auditor Has Designated the State’s 
Management of Federal COVID-19 Funding as a High Risk Issue, 
several state agencies cited readiness reviews Finance conducted of 
them as evidence that they were poised to properly manage the federal 
COVID-19 funding they received or expected to receive. We reviewed, 
but cannot disclose, the contents of these reviews because Finance 
asserted they are confidential under the deliberative process privilege. 
However, we found that Finance followed a reasonable methodology to 
conduct the assessments and that the departments it designated as 
highest risk that received federal COVID-19 funds generally aligned 

4 Subsequent to our fieldwork, Finance also required recipients to report expenditure 
data in early January 2021. 
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with the risk assessment that we completed, which focused on each 
grant of federal COVID-19 funding. We believe readiness reviews are a 
valuable tool to identify risks in departments’ management of 
COVID-19 funding and to help them develop appropriate strategies to 
mitigate those risks. To the extent that its readiness reviews identified 
risks, Finance should continue to monitor the respective departments to 
ensure they are taking appropriate steps to address those risks. Finance 
indicated that it has numerous broad responsibilities that include 
activities in which federal funding is reviewed, such as coordination of 
the single audit, tracking and monitoring the uses of federal COVID-19 
funds by state and local governments, and informal check-ins with local 
governments. However, Finance does not have plans to conduct further 
reviews related to the specific concerns it identified in its readiness 
assessments. 

Recommendations 

In the event that the federal government provides California with 
additional funding that is similar to CRF funds and the Legislature 
decides to again direct such federal COVID-19 funds to local 
governments contingent on their adherence to certain requirements, 
Finance should ensure equitable treatment of local governments by 
doing the following: 

• Propose a method to the Legislature to provide equitable funding to 
counties on a per-person basis or other basis that treats counties 
fairly and equitably. 

• Ensure that it or its designee uses a formal process to evaluate all 
cities’ adherence to the Legislature’s requirements, and that this 
evaluation is documented and retained. 

To prevent the State from having to return CRF funds to the federal 
government for inappropriate expenditures, Finance should continue to 
implement its monitoring plan to evaluate whether selected 
expenditures comply with the CARES Act. 

To follow up on any concerns Finance may have identified during its 
readiness reviews, it should ensure that affected state departments have 
taken appropriate steps to resolve those issues. 

Agency Perspective 

Finance agreed to consider implementing two of our 
recommendations, but it indicated that it does not intend to implement 
our recommendation to follow up on concerns it may have identified 
during its readiness reviews. 

We conducted this audit under the authority vested in the California 
State Auditor by Government Code section 8543 et seq. and according 
to generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives specified in the Scope and 
Methodology section of the report. We believe the evidence obtained 
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on 
our audit objectives. 

Respectfully submitted, 
ELAINE M. HOWLE, CPA 
California State Auditor 

Above report referred to the Committee on Budget. 
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ASSEMBLY RULE 118(a) SUSPENDED—PRIVILEGES OF THE FLOOR 

Assembly Member Burke was granted unanimous consent that 
Assembly Rule 118(a) be suspended granting the privileges of the Floor 
and permitting a guest to sit at her desk. 

MOTION TO PLACE ON FILE 

Assembly Member Reyes moved that House Resolution No. 10 be 
placed on the third reading file. 

Assembly Member Gipson seconded the motion. 
Motion carried. 

MOMENT OF SILENCE 

At the request of Speaker pro Tempore Mullin, and on behalf of 
Assembly Members Cooper and Flora, the Members of the Assembly, 
and those present in the Chamber, arose and remained standing to 
observe a moment of silence to honor fallen heroes, Sacramento County 
Sheriff’s Department: Deputy Sheriff Adam Gibson and K9 Riley. 

QUORUM CALL OF THE ASSEMBLY DISPENSED WITH 

At 1:23 p.m., without objection, Speaker pro Tempore Mullin 
declared the quorum call of the Assembly dispensed with. 

ADJOURN IN MEMORY 

Assembly Members Reyes, Ramos, and Calderon were granted 
unanimous consent that when the Assembly adjourns on this day it do 
so out of respect to the memory of Hon. Jerry Eaves, former Member of 
the Assembly, resident of Palm Desert. 

(Assembly Rule 45.5 suspended.) 

ADJOURN IN MEMORY 

Assembly Members Ramos and Medina were granted unanimous 
consent that when the Assembly adjourns on this day it do so 
out of respect to the memory of Raymond Anthony Navarro of 
San Bernardino. 

(Assembly Rule 45.5 suspended.) 

ADJOURN IN MEMORY 

Assembly Member Smith was granted unanimous consent that when 
the Assembly adjourns on this day it do so out of respect to the memory 
of William Ray Alves of Hesperia. 

(Assembly Rule 45.5 suspended.) 

ADJOURN IN MEMORY 

Assembly Member Holden was granted unanimous consent that 
when the Assembly adjourns on this day it do so out of respect to the 
memory of George Regas of Pasadena. 

(Assembly Rule 45.5 suspended.) 

ADJOURN IN MEMORY 

Assembly Members Nguyen, Choi, and Davies were granted 
unanimous consent that when the Assembly adjourns on this day it 
do so out of respect to the memory of Sandra Hutchens, former 
Orange County Sheriff, resident of Temecula. 

(Assembly Rule 45.5 suspended.) 
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MOTION TO ADJOURN 

At 1:44 p.m., Assembly Member Reyes moved that the Assembly do 
now adjourn. 

Assembly Member Waldron seconded the motion. 
Motion carried. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF 
ASSEMBLY BILLS 

The following bills were introduced and read the first time: 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 269—Patterson. An act to add Section 2811.1 to the 

Business and Professions Code, relating to healing arts. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 270—Ramos. An act to add Article 6.2 (commencing with 
Section 53124) to Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code, 
relating to behavioral health, and making an appropriation therefor. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 271—Robert Rivas (Principal coauthor: Senator Laird) 
(Coauthors: Berman and Kalra). An act to add Section 21163 to the Public Contract 
Code, relating to public contracts. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 272—Kiley. An act to add Chapter 3.7 (commencing with 
Section 1002.7) to Title 14 of Part 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, relating to 
enrollment agreements. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 273—Irwin. An act to amend Section 26152 of the 
Business and Professions Code, relating to cannabis. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 274—Davies. An act to amend Section 1339.1 of the 
Unemployment Insurance Code, relating to unemployment insurance, and declaring the 
urgency thereof, to take effect immediately. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 275—Medina. An act to amend Section 88013 of the 
Education Code, relating to community college employees. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 276—Voepel. An act to add Article 4 (commencing with 
Section 104210) to Chapter 2 of Part 1 of Division 103 of the Health and Safety Code, 
relating to cancer. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 277—Valladares and Davies. An act to add Section 6226.5 
to the Family Code, and to amend Sections 6206 and 6209.5 of, and to add Section 
6209.6 to, the Government Code, relating to domestic violence. 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 278—Flora. An act to amend Section 14043.26 of the 
Welfare and Institutions Code, relating to Medi-Cal. 

The following resolution was offered: 
HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 11—Bauer-Kahan. Relative to Maternal Health 

Awareness Day. 

AUTHOR’S AMENDMENTS 
Committee on Education 

January 19, 2021 
Mr. Speaker: The Chair of your Committee on Education reports: 
Assembly Bill No. 76 

With author’s amendments with the recommendation: Amend, and re-refer to the 
committee. 

O’DONNELL, Chair 

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 76—An act to add Part 24.6 (commencing with Section 
43600) to Division 3 of Title 2 of the Education Code, relating to public schools, and 
declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect immediately. 

Bill read second time. 
Author’s amendments, presented pursuant to Assembly Rules, read 

and adopted; bill ordered reprinted, and to be re-referred to the 
committee. 

http:14043.26
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MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 

The following message from the Governor was received and ordered 
printed in the Journal: 

Governor’s Office, Sacramento 
January 18, 2021 

The Honorable Toni G. Atkins The Honorable Anthony Rendon 
President pro Tempore Speaker 
California State Senate California State Assembly 

State Capitol, Room 205 State Capitol, Room 219 
Sacramento, California Sacramento, California 

Dear President Atkins and Speaker Rendon: 
I have previously announced my intention to appoint Secretary of 

State Alejandro “Alex” Padilla to the United States Senate, to fill the 
vacancy created by the resignation of Kamala D. Harris to become 
Vice President of the United States. Earlier today, January 18, 2021, 
Senator-designate Padilla accordingly resigned as Secretary of State. 

This resignation creates an immediate vacancy in the office of 
Secretary of State. (Gov. Code, § 1770, subd. (c)(1).) Pursuant to 
Article V, section 5, subdivision (b) of the California Constitution and 
section 1775 of the Government Code, I hereby nominate the following 
person to fill that vacancy for the balance of the unexpired term: 

Dr. Shirley Nash Weber 
Member of the California State Assembly 

79th Assembly District 
Pursuant to section 1775 of the Government Code, the chief deputy to 

the Secretary of State shall discharge the duties of that office until the 
vacancy is filled. 

Sincerely, 
GAVIN NEWSOM 

ADJOURNMENT 

At 3 p.m., pursuant to the motion by Assembly Member Reyes, the 
Assembly adjourned until 9 a.m., Thursday, January 21, 2021, out of 
respect to the memory of Hon. Jerry Eaves, former Member of the 
Assembly, on motion of Assembly Members Reyes, Ramos, and 
Calderon; out of respect to the memory of Raymond Anthony Navarro 
on motion of Assembly Members Ramos and Medina; out of respect to 
the memory of William Ray Alves on motion of Assembly Member 
Smith; out of respect to the memory of George Regas on motion 
of Assembly Member Holden; and out of respect to the memory of 
Sandra Hutchens, former Orange County Sheriff, on motion of 
Assembly Members Nguyen, Choi, and Davies. 

ANTHONY RENDON, Speaker 

AMY LEACH, Minute Clerk 
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AMENDMENTS CONSIDERED BY THE 
ASSEMBLY ON JANUARY 19, 2021 

The following measure was amended in the Assembly on this day: 

AB RN 
76 2102390 

Daily Total: 1 

O 


